1. The Supreme Court today heard oral arguments in the case of Lozman vs. the City of Riviera Beach. This case could be a budget buster for local governments as the Supreme Court considers whether a person has a claim for First Amendment retaliation for an arrest even where the arrest is supported by probable cause. The facts are not good.


2. In the Baltimore area there’s been quite a lot of controversy over the question of whether the city will indemnify police officers against judgements. That issue just moved to the county where a jury awarded $37 Million to a family that sued over a police shooting. The county will be required under state and county law to indemnify the officer.


3. In San Diego, the city intended to hold a “Girls Empowerment” Fire Camp. A men’s rights activist sought to have his son enroll and when that was stymied despite a camp policy to let all genders participate, the camp was cancelled, proving once again that no good deed goes unpunished.


4. In Wisconsin, the Supreme Court of that state heard arguments challenging the state’s Tax Increment Financing law. The challengers claim the law violates a uniformity provision in the state’s constitution.


5. In New Mexico the residents of Hobbs stormed city hall to counter a demand by the Freedom from Religion Foundation that it remove a Ten Commandments monument that has existed there for at least 50 years. The city noted that the monument is secular and not religious. My guess is that 70% may be, but it’s hard to see all of it as not falling into one religion or another.


Don’t forget our Seminar in DC provides a great opportunity to learn and gain CLE credits while you do. The seminar and hotel are filling up quickly and could sell out, so don’t wait
to register. Make sure you consider registering for our Supreme Court practice track. Get more from IMLA by joining. Not a member? Contact us. Sign up at www.imla.org. Have a great day and make it an inspirational one.